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Hebrews 10:19-39 
I Corinthians 12:26 

THE EASIEST DISCIPLINE 

 This sermon is not appropriate for anyone not already a church 
member and in some fashion committed to living the Christian Life. 
Christianity by coercion is a contradiction in terms, and can never be 
more than a charade built on a false foundation. We choose the Christian 
Life. Those who have not chosen it can in no way be expected to live by 
its promises or its disciplines. Some who have not chosen the Christian 
Way do sometimes nibble at bits and pieces of its disciplines and the 
promises, but it only confuses things and accomplishes little. 

 However, those of us who do choose to follow Jesus as our Savior – 

well, I see I hit a chord there; some of the old familiar phrases have been 
overused and abused, but underneath the offense, they say it straight: 
those of us who do choose Jesus as our Savior and who really want to 
live the Christian Life – find ourselves facing the disciplines that match 
the Life. Without discipline, there can be no disciples. Moreover, the 
longer we stay on the Christian Path, the more we realize that the disci-
plines are our friends. That is, the disciplines open up the joy and the 
promises for us. So we speak about daily prayer, constant Bible study, 
finding our vocatio, tithing, finding a Mentor, being part of a small 
disciple band, choosing our six (being an evangelist). Each of these 
seven disciplines opens up whole new worlds to us. Each of these seven 
“costs us” a lot, in one fashion or another. But they also organize and 
align our lives in ways that no amount of talk or pretense can duplicate. 
If we take on the disciplines in gratitude to Jesus and trust the Holy 
Spirit to guide us in working them, they lead us into a very different 
kind of LIFE. More and more we realize that the disciplines are for our 
benefit – full of blessings and full of wondrous adventures and rewards. 

 The annoying thing for both of us is that I get put in the embar-
rassing position of sounding like I am trying to lay the disciplines on 
you. And if you are not very careful, you get put in the uncomfortable 
position of feeling like I am scolding you to do more. A whole lot of you, 
if you prayed more, would do less – and accomplish more. Constant 
prayer sifts and changes our priorities. I am always told that you don’t 
have time to really pray. Of course you don’t! If our lives are used up 
by false idols and all the dreams, desires, and motives of a secular 
society, how could we possibly expect to have time for God? Never mind 
time to do anything about the assignments, the inspiration, or the guid-
ance that come when we do spend time with God. And secretly, that is 
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exactly why we do not pray more: we know instinctively that God will 
interfere with our lives, change our priorities, and take us off paths we 
think we want to walk and move us onto paths we have never heard of 
and cannot control. 

 I am simply saying that I understand the problems with the seven 
disciplines. None of us work them very well. Or more accurately, none 
of us work all seven with thoroughness or consistency. That is why we 
need to remember the mercy and the grace. We are not trying to work 
our way into God’s good graces. That is a contradiction in terms. Love 
and grace and eternal life are gifts no human can ever earn. But that is 
not the point. The disciplines are our response to gifts already received. 
And then we find out that working the disciplines is just more grace, 
and that they set us up to receive more blessings and to taste more of 
the Kingdom, even in the here and now. 

 So I do keep talking about them. I do want you to know that the 
disciplines are there when you want them. Most mainline churches 
have not talked about them for years. I think that is sad. Actually, 
I think it’s a lot worse than that, but we will not get into that now. 
But it is very difficult to mention the disciplines without making some 
of you feel guilty. Of course, if you know the disciplines, understand 
their purpose, and still do not work them, then you deserve to feel 
guilty. But most people who shun the disciplines do not understand 
them yet; they do not see past the rigorous part, to the blessings that 
come with them. And the truth is, I think I am inviting you into them – 

not trying to lay them on you. 

 To be sure, if you do not work the disciplines, it hurts the church. 
But you are the church – you are the ones who get hurt, even when you 
do not realize it. And frankly, I am quite used to hordes of people play-
acting at Christianity. While we are on the subject, that is less true of 
this congregation than of any other I have ever served. It is a rare privilege 
to be among you. I feel, sense, and see your faith constantly. I watch you 
making choices, changing priorities, and growing in the ways I think 
matter most. It makes me want to be more faithful too. But it also makes 
me aware that if we could just get another breakthrough – if we could 
reach for the next level of faithful commitment – it would triple the joy 
and the blessings as well. 

 So how do I know that you are not all working the seven disciplines? 
Can you believe anyone would be naïve enough to ask me that? How long 
do they think I have been at this profession? Can a doctor tell if you 
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have a broken bone or tonsillitis? Do you think religion is a private 
affair and that I cannot possibly tell if you are all faithfully working the 
disciplines of the Christian Life? 

 I know most of you are not “choosing your six,” or we would have 
severe space problems. The sick part of me is glad we don’t have them, 
but it is sick not to want the problems that go with faithfulness. 
We have wonderful participation in Bible study and other small groups, 
but about seventy-five of us have no participation in a disciple band. 
I know our budget, and it is no mystery that many of you are not tithing. 
I am delighted with the ever-increasing familiarity of this congregation 
with the Bible, but a lot of you are moving toward familiarity with the 
Bible about as fast as you are moving toward tithing. No doubt both are 
my fault, but the disciplines are not easy. You have to want them a lot. 
Twenty minutes on Sunday, by themselves, will never get there. 

 But today I want to remind you of one of the lesser disciplines. 
It does not rank among the seven. I call it the easiest discipline, but 
that may be misleading. Like any worthy discipline, it has its price – 

and if accepted, it has the power to accomplish great things. I talked 
about it once not long after I came here. But perhaps it is time for a 
reminder. It is the discipline of attendance. When the congregation you 
belong to gathers for worship – show up. It is the simplest form of bear-
ing witness. It would make a huge difference in the life of this church 
if all our members showed up whenever we gathered for worship. Or as 
the Scripture reading from Hebrews says: “... not neglecting to meet 
together, as is the habit of some, but encouraging one another.” 

 But what sounds simple at first glance is not easy – just easier 
than the seven. It requires a choice – a serious prioritizing. Can the 
faith family claim a high place on your calendar? I wish I had kept a 
record of all the excuses people have given me for not coming to church. 
Some of them have been very creative. Among the most frequent are the 
need to sleep in and relatives or friends coming to visit. How little it 
takes to sidetrack us from God or from bearing witness to what matters 
in our lives. But it is the infringements – the things we allow to interfere 
with our purpose – that make us weak and ineffective. 

 You need to be here to support and encourage each other. You 
need to be here to welcome visitors. You need to be here to worship – 

and in that very act, to remind yourself of whom you belong to and what 
your life is about. And have you considered what none of us can deny: 
the result, the atmosphere, and the camaraderie that would result if 
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all of us knew that all the members of this church were committed to 
being here, barring accident, illness, or literally being out of town? 

 Some of you remember when I tried years ago to request a 
commitment: That those of you who were willing would sign a pledge 
that if you were not sick, laid-up, or more than thirty miles from town, 
you would be here on Sunday morning. Two people signed the pledge. 
Twenty-five of you, or who you were back then, were angry that I would 
even suggest such a commitment. “Who did you think you are?” seemed 
to be the gist of the comments. But that is not the real question. 
“Who do you think you are – and to whom do you belong?” That is a 
far more important question. 

 “But we don’t have to go to church to worship God.” That is 
correct. You do not go to church – you are the church. But that is not 
the implication of the oft-repeated phrases of our time: “I can be a good 
Christian without belonging to any church.” Or “I’m very spiritual, but 
I don’t like organized religion.” To be sure, if most of you felt that way, 
you would not be here. But some of you also feel nonplussed by such 
statements. You let your neighbors and friends get away with them 
regularly. Do you really think that the church is a sad mistake? That we 
would all be better off if we closed all the churches and only worshipped 
God in the mountains and on golf courses? If I believed all the comments 
I have heard about worshipping God on the golf course, I would think the 
golf course the holiest and most spiritually inspiring place on the face 
of the earth, and golfers the truest saints in the world. It is amazing that 
we are not giving some of our mission money to golf courses. Or maybe 
that’s why we should tithe: so that eventually we can buy or build a 
golf course and then design a clubhouse in the shape of a church. 

 And what about all the “unreligious” people who are good moral 
and ethical friends and who try to be responsible and do good by their 
own light? Don’t they live just as well as we do, but without all the 
prayers and Bible stuff ? And think of all the time and money they save 
by not being involved in a church. 

 Do you know how many times I am asked that question, with the 
assumption that there is no reply? 

 Truly we should appreciate people who are conscientious and 
responsible and who try to do good rather than harm. And I am always 
amazed that anybody would think Christians should automatically be 
morally or ethically superior to any other group, individual, or religion. 
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That is what you think we are about? Or are supposed to be about? 
Ethics and morals are written and unwritten standards set by every 
society. Every society would be wonderful if all of its citizens abided by 
the standards. And it is always pleasant to meet people with integrity, 
who live by a code of behavior that is admirable and helps the society 
to prosper. 

 But “the church” is made up of people who choose to turn life and 
will over to God, as he reveals himself in Jesus Christ. Being “moral” 
does not touch that. People can be very moral, from society’s perspective, 
and still be very prideful, aloof, and unwilling to let God have any part 
of their lives. So their behavior can be beyond reproach, from society’s 
point of view, yet still totally irrelevant to God’s Kingdom. They can be 
“good-living,” kind people, yet still make no effort whatsoever to be 
faithful to God or to help build God’s Kingdom. 

 Suppose you are trying to build a house. You have many workmen: 
a contractor, a blueprint from a great architect, plumbers, electricians, 
carpenters, masons, roofers, etc. All of these skills are important, but 
coordination, timing, and following the blueprint are essential. 

 Now, suppose you have a neighbor who is a very good-hearted 
fellow and also a very skilled craftsman. Perhaps technically he is even 
more skilled at carpentry and plumbing than anybody on the hired crew. 
And this neighbor – good-hearted and helpful – comes over when he 
has some time, works really hard, and does what he does really well. 
But he pays no attention to the blueprint because he does not believe in 
organized building. He pays no attention to your scheduling and coordi-
nation of tasks because he wants to keep his independence. So you keep 
coming onto the site and finding rooms that are framed exceedingly 
well, but not where you want them. Foundations have been poured, but 
the plumbing and electricity have not been built-in yet, so you will 
have to jackhammer the foundations out and start over. 

 The good-hearted neighbor – if not stopped – will cost you enormous 
amounts of time, money, confusion, and delays, and what he accom-
plished will often have to be torn out and rebuilt. How grateful are you 
for his skill and generosity? How grateful do you think God is when, 
out of the goodness of our hearts, we run around doing good and being 
helpful but will not pay attention to the Holy Spirit, will not turn our 
lives and wills over to his instructions, will not learn obedience or 
faithfulness, will not study the blueprint? 
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 Pride is the problem – trying to go it alone, trying to do it apart 
from God. Our good intentions, without humility and obedience, are 
no help to the Kingdom. That is why we need to be converted first. 
Until then, we do not want to have a Savior – we want to be the savior! 
Except, of course, in brief moments of great personal need. Which is 
why most conversions occur in moments of great need or personal 
bankruptcy. 

 Jesus revealed the three great temptations from His experience 
in the wilderness: 

1.) To be the Good-Guy Humanitarian. 

2.) To be the Leader/Conquering Hero. 

3.) To be the Miracle Worker – the saint of superior spiritual 
development and power. 

They all lead us straight into Satan’s traps, where we are either destroyed 
or neutralized as far as belonging to the Kingdom is concerned. 

 So we abandon playing the part of the Lone Ranger. We become 
part of Jesus’ church. We learn humility. We learn obedience and 
faithfulness. And we rejoice in being part of His people, even though 
our old nature would rather be superior, aloof, and independent. 

 Rejoice that you are His church! It takes no genius to realize that 
we are not perfect and that we have problems. That is part of the LIFE 
we choose. It is even one of the reasons we have to trust Jesus more and 
more to lead us, to save us, and to take us where we truly belong – and 
where we really most want to go. And when your church worships – 

show up! If you are not sick or laid-up or more than thirty miles from 
home – show up. Encourage each other. Build the Life together. Write it 
in your covenant so that you know you made the promise. And if you 
make the promise, make it to God. Even if it is for your benefit. 
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